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COMPANY PROFILE
We’re Boardroom Labs — part consultancy, venture studio, think tank, and academy. We’re Future
Designers, which means we design products, companies, and movements that shape a better world.
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IMAGE - UNSPLASH CHAIRS IMAGE or of the static
electricity ball?

The new normal is unprecedented
volatility, uncertainty, and change.
Emerging revolutionary nano, genetic,
information, and cognitive technologies
offer transformative benefits and
existential risks to global abundance,
justice, and democracy.
Boardroom Labs is a futures and
innovation collective and studio. We
help companies and society harness
change to create social prosperity,
environmental regeneration, and
financial returns.
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MANIFESTO
Boardroom Labs is focused on shaking up enterprise management and building significant new value by solving intractable global problems.

THE WORLD IS CHANGING.

BUSINESSES ARE FAILING.

THERE’S A BETTER WAY.

2050 is closer than 1990. Experts predict that
by 2050 Earth will have warmed 2°C, an
Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) will exist,
and humans will walk on Mars. Grand,
sweeping changes are unfolding globally.

Most industries, including finance, consumer
goods, mobility, and healthcare are facing
formidable change. Corporate longevity
continues declining. In a volatile, complex
world, innovation is crucial for firms to stay
ahead of change and create stakeholder value.

Breakthrough technologies and innovations
happen when organizations carve bold, new
whitespace and let new, follow-on value
propositions fill the gaps. While information
technology, modern management theory, and
social progress have led to new forms of
organization and changemaking.

Like climate change, it’s near impossible to
appreciate these changes day-to-day. It’s only
when we zoom out that we can see the
monumental risks and breathtaking strides
ahead: climate adaptation, blockchain,
population ageing, artificial intelligence,
nanotechnology, space tourism, reckoning with
colonial histories, inequality, and flagging global
democratic institutions.
It may be the end of the world as we know it,
but other worlds are possible. Many explore
and articulate what’s next, including activists,
scientists, inventors, and researchers. Yet only
enterprises and governments have the scale
and resources to organize and build the future.

Every firm has the potential to innovate, yet
modern innovation efforts fail 96% of the time.
Many struggle to get it right. To move past
innovation theatre, firms must thoughtfully
design value engines tailored to their
ecosystems, partners, and culture.
Innovation is not business as usual. Many firms
struggle to align and inspire leadership and
talent, develop a clear strategy, build supporting
business systems, and deliver consistently.
Change happens slowly, then all at once. A
major failing in modern innovation is cynical
incrementalism. We cannot control deeply
complex systems, but we can anticipate them
and appreciate our role in how they emerge.

There’s an opportunity for a partner studio to
harness these changes in the service of a more
equitable, just, and democratic future. A studio
that provokes and inspires visions of new
possibilities, supports firms in exploring their
role and the opportunities therein, cocreates
new ventures, and supports capacity building to
make innovation repeatable, sustainable, and
scalable. To create a world where every force of
change: institutions, industry, systems, and
individuals leads a brighter collective future,
and everyone has the right and capacity to
innovate.
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OUR NORTH STAR
Boardroom Labs’ universal guiding metric is new revenue generated for our ventures and clients (as a proxy for positive social impact), without
compromising on our values, while serving people and the planet.
PEOPLE

PLANET

PROFIT

•

Educate and empower 10K+ people through
programming, content, and venture impact.

•

Work with trusted, ethical partners that are
equally committed to improving life on Earth.

•

Create a financially viable futures studio that
exceeds $1M in annual revenue by 2025.

•

Build a reputation as one of Canada’s best
employers.

•

•

•

Serve our talent and their communities with
balanced working environments, mental
health support, and livable wages.

Be a good steward for our future ancestors
on Earth, including not compromising on
values for-profit and sharing our commitment
with others.

Create multiple, resilient income streams that
are not dependent on any one client or
outcome i.e., services, equity, subscriptions,
tools, courses, etc.

•

Be environmentally neutral or, ideally,
regenerative as a result of the net impacts of
our business activities.

•

Earn outstanding returns for investors and
strategic partners (15-18% IRR).

•
•

Become a top growing company in Canada.

•

Not allow the pursuit of profit to take
precedence over our service to people and
the planet.

•

Treat all partners, stakeholders, and those
involved with compassion and fairness.

•

Be a knowledgeable, empathetic, and highly
creative partner.

•

Plant and cultivate seeds of positive change
and purpose in the people and systems
around us.

•

Maintain a Certified B-Corp status, indicating
ethical governance and just, inclusive
working practices.

•

Be an inclusive, anti-colonial ally in our
hiring, talent, and social practices.

•

Fight for the SDGs. Most notably through
client deliverables and ventures pursued.

•

Foster a design practice that’s long-term,
ethical, valuable, and doesn’t create
throwaway solutions.

•

Address significant global problems involving
breakthrough technologies that are 10X
better than what’s available today.

Donate 1% of profit or product (i.e., our
services) to philanthropic good.
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WHAT IS BOARDROOM LABS?
Boardroom Labs draws on the best of modern innovation architecture to deliver on partnerships, cocreate startups, and build ecosystem value.

VENTURE STUDIO // CREATE

CORPORATE SERVICES // PRACTICE

We build, launch, and invest in ventures, including our own, in
partnership with corporate clients, and alongside other
entrepreneurs and change-makers.

We imagine and create future experiences to spur action towards
change. We envision and pilot radical new opportunities and
build capacity with companies facing change.

FOUNDING
STARTUPS

INCUBATOR &
ACCELERATOR

VENTURE
FUND

FUTURES
DESIGN

INNOVATION
STRATEGY

CAPACITY
BUILDING

THINK TANK // LEARN + SHARE

ACADEMY // TEACH

We publish original insights, content, and research drawn from
our service and venture practices to advance design practice
and inform positive global decision- and changemaking.

We distill our learnings into approachable, action-oriented
programs and offerings to empower positive change-makers
with Futures Design. We offer scholarships for equal access.

INSIGHTS &
CONTENT

ORIGINAL
RESEARCH

PUBLISHING

WORKSHOPS
& SOCIALS

COURSES &
SUBSCRIPTIONS

SOFTWARE &
TOOLS
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OUR VALUE CREATION ENGINE
Boardroom Labs builds the relationships to accelerate building value and the value to validate our authority. One step at a time, together with partners.

BUILD RELATIONSHIPS

BUILD VALUE

SKILLED
COMMUNITIES

COMMERCIALIZE
& EXIT

RUN SOCIALS +
EVENTS

EXPAND TALENT
BASE

AUTHORITY

FUND W/ VENTURE
CAPITAL

$$$

STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS

BUILD CAPACITY

SERVE
CLIENTS

UPSKILL
PRACTITIONERS
$$$
WORKSHOPS, DIGITAL
COURSES, SOFTWARE
+ TOOLS
SYSTEMIZE
LEARNINGS

ECOSYSTEM

FOUND
STARTUPS
VENTURE
CO-INVESTING

DRIVE
AWARENESS

SHARE
LEARNINGS

INSIGHTS & CONTENT, ORIGINAL
RESEARCH, PUBLISHING

LEARN FROM
PRACTICE

JOINT
EXPLORATIONS

IDENTIFY
OPPORTUNITIES

GENERALLY SITUATED WITHIN
OUR FOCUS AREAS

INCUBATE &
ACCELERATE

ECOSYSTEM
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WHAT AREAS DO WE FOCUS ON?
Boardroom Labs focuses on significant global problem areas with the potential for major breakthroughs that serve the common good.

BANKING & FINANCE

ENERGY, INFRASTRUCTURE, MOBILITY, & AEROSPACE

Money is a catalyst for people to achieve their goals. Financial
institutions are partners throughout their client’s life journeys, and when
done right, empower them to lead more fulfilling, secure lives.

Cheaper, faster transportation lubricates industry and prosperity.
Lowered launch costs will spur innovations on and outside Earth, while our
cities evolve in how we move, produce, consume, and salvage.

Example Companies: OMERS, Scotiabank, Canada-Life, Square,
Coinbase, Vanguard, Wealthsimple

Example Companies: CSA, Boeing, TTC, Toyota, SpaceX, Tesla, Uber

CONSUMER GOODS, ENTERTAINMENT, & RETAIL

AI, ROBOTICS, COMPUTING, & THE INTERNET

Consumer goods and retail are how the boons of industrialization
support higher living standards and where key innovations become
diffused into value propositions for everyday people.

Like the first central nervous system, a web of connected, intelligent
machines, persistent virtual and augmented realities, powerful quantum
computers and new use cases, like workforce automation, are on the horizon.

Example Companies: IKEA, Under Armour, Proctor & Gamble,
Amazon, Netflix, Nintendo, Disney

Example Companies: Apple, IBM, Boston Dynamics, Bell, Shopify,
Samsung, Niantic

FOOD, HEALTH & BIOTECHNOLOGY

GOVERNMENT & NGOs

The collision of the 100-year life, wealth distribution, and emerging life
extension, genetic and nanotechnologies stand poised to reinvent work,
life and play and enable more meaningful, purposeful lives.

Fuelled by systemic injustice, precarious living, climate collapse, and
grassroots activism, people are looking to governmental orgs. to curb
corporate excesses and provide a fair, just, democratic global future.

Example Companies: Calico, CAMH, Ancestry, League, Beyond Meat,
ADM, Mayo Clinic

Example Companies: We Charity, CAF, Red Cross, Gov. Canada,
Parks & Recreation ON
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Boardroom Labs draws on best
practices from the social sciences,
innovation, design, and changemaking.
We’re entrepreneurs, designers,
researchers, technologists, investors,
and coaches.
We work with Boards & Senior
Executives, Policy & Strategy Teams,
VCs & Institutional Investors, Product &
Innovation Teams, R&D Labs, and HR
& Operations Teams to build new
ventures and generate incredible
business (and social) value.
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OUR VALUES
Our values go deeper than how we act but instead point towards why we believe Boardroom Labs is the perfect place for us to be.

100-YEAR DESIGN

EMPOWERING LEADERSHIP

We’re proud to be part of a bigger picture and create shared, net value
for humanity and the planet. We avoid unintended second-order
consequences and are a good future ancestor for all future generations.

We believe everyone can lead change, but not everyone gets to. We
seek out diverse talent, clients, and problems and help everyone lead
since no one has a formal right to create the future.

ART & SCIENCE

THEORY & PRACTICE

Design is creative and practical. We adhere to the constraints of reality
while imagining impossibility. We embrace emergence and ambiguity
while striving to inspire positivity and delight around us.

We evolve fast, always experimenting and seeking to improve, while
delivering value to our partners and ecosystem. We never settle for less,
but execute and keep speed and impact in mind.

RADICAL TRANSPARENCY

MINDFUL ORGANIZATION

We share our failures, successes, and practices widely, even when it’s
hard. We tell stories and codify our practices. We use our own tools and
empower others as we’ve once been empowered.

We explore and pilot alternative forms of life-centred, conscious
organization, like self-management, collective governance, and jointownership, all resting on a bedrock of trust in our community’s humanity.
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OUR APPROACH
Day-to-day you’ll find these attitudes in how Boardroom Labs shows up for our partners, ecosystem, and when nobody’s watching.

IMMERSIVE

COLLABORATIVE

We are citizens of the world and a common
humanity. We explore and get stuck in your
context and that of the future we’re creating.

The future is experienced together. It should
also be built that way. We’re honest and open
with each other and our partners.

LEAN

PLAYFUL

CURIOUS

The farther we look, the more choices the future
presents us. It’s that much more important to
keep the goal, the goal and stay focused.

We strive to make our work fun, light, and
creative. Productivity comes from happy teams
and talent, and lots of laughter.

We’re dreamers and do-ers. We serve your
mandate and our responsibility to the global
community while always moving forward.
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OUR PROCESS
Our discipline, Futures Design, draws on methodologies across the social sciences and innovation to build new ventures, strategies, and capabilities.

APPROACHES

SCOPE

SIGNALS

SCENARIOS

STRATEGIES

SCALE

Define our boundaries,
approach, and timeline.

Identify directional
patterns of change.

Design models of possible
future states or offerings.

Prototype, test, and validate
potential decisions.

Bring to life new products,
services, or programs.

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Project framing
Roadmapping & OKRs
Research design

Immersive research
Horizon scanning
Opportunity spotting

Concept ideation
Speculative futures
Creative facilitation

Experiential futures
Venture design
Strategic modelling

Writing & visual design
Change management
Strategic partnerships

Futures Design draws on many methodologies…
Ethnography & Anthropology
Exploring people’s innermost thoughts,
feelings, beliefs, and contexts.

Business & Product Management
Bridging today's realities with tomorrow’s
possibilities to drive stakeholder value.

Concept & Service Design
Identifying, validating, and piloting concepts
into new or improved products or initiatives.

Strategic Foresight
Surfacing global patterns of change and
envisioning bold future possibilities.

Systems Thinking
Making connections and uncovering truths
and implications in the bigger picture.

Storytelling & Brand
Crafting stories, artifacts, and experiences
that simplify, engage, and inspire.
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OUR ECOSYSTEM
Boardroom Labs draws on the best of these distinct, powerful entities to offer the world something uniquely new.

INNOVATION /
R&D LABS

ACADEMIES

VENTURE
STUDIOS

SOCIETIES

THINK TANKS

INNOVATION
SERVICES

INCUBATORS &
ACCELERATORS

PRODUCT &
FABRICATION

FUTURES
STUDIOS
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SERVICE OFFERINGS
At the heart of our business model is co-creating value with our partners. While they often overlap, we have three lanes that value shows up in:
inspiring and engaging leaders and talent, identifying and capturing new opportunities, and building sustainable, scalable innovation architecture.

INNOVATION STRATEGY

CAPACITY BUILDING

We imagine and craft future experiences and
pilots that inspire bold action, thoughtful risktaking, and a break from the status quo. Often
step one on the futures and innovation journey.

We help large companies create growth
opportunities and new ventures, all within a
strategic, futures-forward approach to building
portfolios and finding ecosystem-strategy fit.

Innovation rarely fails due to a lack of creativity
or ideas. We help build a repeatable process
for creating new value and building a
competitive advantage over peers.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DELIVERABLES

FUTURES DESIGN

•
•

Foresight and Vision Development
Scenario and Uncertainty Planning
Market and Thematic Discovery
Experiential Future Installations, Artifacts, &
Immersive Events
Field Trips and Futures Immersion
Futurist-In-Residence & Advisory

Ethnography and Research Insights
Journey Mapping and Experience Capture
Interaction Design and Prototyping
Product Logic and Design
Business Casing and Modelling
Venture and New Business Design
Strategic Partnerships and Pilots
R&D Commercialization

Executive Learning Journeys
Bootcamps and Keynotes
Advising and Innovation Coaching
Innovation Assessment & KPIs
Innovation Process Design and Deployment
Talent and Organizational Planning
Innovation Ecosystem Analysis and Portfolio
Focus Area Creation
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GOVERNANCE & ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Boardroom Labs has a self-managing, autonomous structure that’s governed by a cross-business leadership team.

•

Unlike a typical hierarchical organization,
Boardroom Labs has a flat leadership
structure. Decisions are made by committee,
with each leader having the ultimate say in
their area of responsibility. There is no CEO,
but we vote, consult our advisors and
affected parties for key decisions.

•

Team members will report to their group
leader. Leaders and members are jointly
responsible for each other's growth.
Feedback is continuous and growth-oriented.
Talent will be paid generous salaries with
benefits, time-off, and bonuses tied to equity,
firm, and personal performance.

•

We promote self-management, autonomy,
and fulfilment in our talent. A % of every team
member’s time is dedicated to venture
building alongside their main focus. As
resourcing demands, corporate services can
draw in freelance talent to complete projects.

VENTURE
STUDIO

CORPORATE
SERVICES

ACADEMY &
ECOSYSTEM

GROWTH &
BRAND

OPS & HR

ENTREPRENEURS
-IN-RESIDENCE

STRATEGY &
BUSINESS

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

COMMS &
MARKETING

PEOPLE
OPERATIONS

VENTURE
ASSOCIATES

RESEARCH &
INSIGHTS

PROGRAMMING
& EVENTS

CLIENT
SUCCESS

FINANCE
& LEGAL

SATELLITE
PROGRAMS

PRODUCT, DATA.
& TECHNOLOGY

PARTNERSHIPS &
ECOSYSTEM DEV

BUSINESS
GROWTH

PRACTICE
LEADERSHIP
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OPERATIONS
At the forefront of our work is venture and corporate services delivery, which is supported by our academy, ecosystem, growth, and brand.
Foundational to all these activities is Ops and HR, which ensures the overall organization functions intelligently.

ACADEMY &
ECOSYSTEM

•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage talent, recruiting, incentives
Chief of staff / hold teams together
Overview overall ops + process
Manage finance, legal
Support venture + services
Manage research panel

•
•
•
•

Build educational programming (digital + physical)
Meet ecosystem players, build relationships
Oversee strategic partnerships
Support venture + services

VENTURE
STUDIO
OPS
& HR
CORPORATE
SERVICES

GROWTH &
BRAND

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Build startups
Lead venture investments
Manage incubator and accelerator
Vet startups, manage opportunity portfolios

•
•
•

Serve corporate clients
Lead product, business, and research design teams
Support ventures

Sales and building brand authority
Managing content (social media, blogs)
PR and brand authority (awards, etc.)
Support venture + services

ADVISORY TEAM
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Today, Boardroom Labs is embedded
within a capitalist, industrialist, and
consumer worldview. We leverage
capital and corporate entities to lead
positive change through new
commercial ventures and knowledge
sharing. The present is not the future.
At Boardroom Labs, we keep a
practical eye on today’s realities, while
maintaining a long-term, radically
optimistic view of what’s possible for
humanity and our role on Earth. We
want to be a partner and change agent
in getting there.
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2050 VISION
The future isn’t inevitable. We make it with each decision and action and are each immensely powerful. Let’s make it a better one, together.

LET’S IMAGINE THE WORLD IN 2050.
People are powerful, knowledgeable, and
skilled. Fueled by an economy built on security,
purpose, and freedom, they feel confident
boldly tackling a fast-evolving future’s many
opportunities. Automation-driven increases to
productivity fund 25-hour workweeks, hybrid
work environments, and needs-based
conditional incomes. Regulation and a moral recentering on the role of business help capital
serve human well-being and prosperity.
Emerging technologies and thoughtful,
egalitarian changes, like renewable energy,
regenerative vertical farming, reduced animal
husbandry, smart, urban mobility, and
affordable density have left vast pockets of
Earth uninhabited. These new wilds act as a
balancing mechanism for newly regenerative
modes of human living, as they must to
accommodate Earth’s 9.5B population and
avert climate collapse. Earth is culturally united,
driven by new megacities in Africa, South
America, and Asia, and a resurgence of respect
for ancient wisdom.

Post-automation, people freely pursue higherorder needs, like self-actualization, tackling
complex societal issues, or gardening and
seeing loved ones. Emerging technologies, like
AR/VR, neural technologies, AI, and human
engineering have created a multiverse, where
the physical-and-digital realms merge. In the
multiverse, the politicization of human beliefs and
identity has ceased along with most ideological
conflicts. People debate and fight for truth but
within a shared veil of trust and mutual respect.
Identity is now widely accepted as a choice, not
a product of one’s birth or appearance.
People’s living and working environments
encourage good choices, like nutrition and
exercise, while limiting stressors. Genome
therapies and precision medicine have
eliminated most harmful illnesses. When people
do become ill or lose ability digital-and-physical
prosthetics reduce the quality-of-life impacts.
Public-private data sharing agreements,
composed of wearables, smart devices, and
embedded sensors power sound public health.

Freed from the spectre of democratic or
ecological collapse and AI-takeover, people
build on a new generation of infrastructure,
social security, and peace. Quadratic voting
systems and blockchain-based microrepresentation empower voters to advocate or
directly represent political issues, like shared
spaces, infrastructure, or even defence policy,
in direct proportion to their expertise and vote
allocation. As power is truly decentralized, war
and the exploitation of crisis and conflict fades.
Global institutions, like the UN, experience a
resurgence as small nations, much like citizens,
find in a quadratic system they’re able to have a
voice without relying on one of a few nationstate superpowers. Once the Achilles heel of
market economies, quantifying intangibles like
ecosystem services is now common. Prices
reflect the full ecological and social impacts of a
product, service, or experience. Unified by one
global digital currency, payments, payroll, and
work are friction-free and fuel entrepreneurship
and risk-taking.
THE FUTURE IS OUR CHOICE.
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